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 Monday Tuesday Wednesday 

TEKS 
Dual Coding 7.9 Process Standard 

7.2A Readiness/ 
7.9 

Process Standard 
7.2A 

Readiness/ 
7.9 

Process Standard 

Lesson Objective We will analyze elements of folklore. We will analyze elements of folklore. We will analyze elements of folklore. 

I will statement 
(Demonstration of 

Learning) 

I will identify and take notes on elements of 
a myth. 

I will work with stems and create words 
containing them. I will read and analyze a 
folktale for meaning. 

I will create flashcards for my stems and 
analyze a text for characterization. 

Instructional 
Agenda 

 
*Turn in Stem Assignment #1 
*Take notes on myth elements seen in the video 
*Turn in folklore video notes 

 
 

*Review purpose of stems 
*New stem list  
*Review folklore  elements 
*SB pg. 44 
*Read and annotate “A Single Shard” (pgs. 
45-48) 

*Flashcards 
*Finish reading (if necessary) 
*SB pg. 49 (character chart) 

  
 

  
Stem Assignment #2 DUE MONDAY 

Stem Assignment #2 DUE MONDAY 

Seed Question 
Why is storytelling an important aspect of 

society? 
Why is storytelling an important aspect of 

society 
Why is storytelling an important aspect of 

society 

AVID Strategy Cornell Notes Text Annotation Text Annotation 



Kagan Structure KAGAN RallyRobin KAGAN 

 Thursday Friday Notes 

TEKS 
Dual Coding 7.9/7.6B 7.9/7.6B SE 

Lesson Objective We will analyze elements of folklore.  We will analyze elements of folklore.  

Additional Notes 

I will statement 
(Demonstration of 

Learning) 

I will read and analyze “Daedalus and 
Icarus” for elements of mythology and plot. 

I will read and analyze “Phaethon” for 
elements of mythology and choice. 

 

Instructional 
Agenda 

*Warm-up: SB pg. 52: advice 
*Read “Daedalus and Icarus” and annotate for 
plot and theme.  

*Stems review 
*Read “Phaethon” and answer questions in 
margin/mark for proof of the answers 

. 

Instructional 
Agenda 

Seed Question 

  
Stem Assignment #2 DUE MONDAY 

Stem Assignment #2 DUE MONDAY 

Why is storytelling an important aspect of 
society? 

Why is storytelling an important aspect of 
society?? 

AVID Strategy Text Annotation Text Annotation 

Kagan Structure 

AllWrite RoundRobin StandUp-HandUp-PairUp 
 



 


